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Japanese Neo Popis a distinctively Japaneseform of

. artistic expression dating from the 1990s, rooted in

Japanese subculture and perfectly exemplified by the

work of Takashi Murakami. The term “subculture”! here

refers to widespread elements of Japanese popular

_ culture including manga, anime, and tokusatsu (special

effects),? Upon hearing these terms, readers more or

less familiar with Japanesepopular culture may think

of Astro Boy (Tetsuwan Atom), Hayao Miyazaki, and

Godzilla (fig. 3.1). But Japanese Neo Popis not a mere

appropriation of the imagery of subculture—anime,

_ manga, and tokusatsu—into the realm of fine art. Such

a simplistic interpretation unduly consigns this

| Japanese phenomenonto a subcategory of Pop Art as

its East Asian variation. | hope my discussionherewill

help clarify the cultural and critical meaning of Japanese

Neo Popandplaceit properly within the historical and

social contexts of postwar Japan.’

Let us begin by examining Japan’s situation in the

1960s, when the subculture that Japanese Neo Pop

has mined so productively first arose. The early

1960s saw Japan struggle back to its economic and

political feet after the chaotic postwaryears, with the

nation's goal shifting from recovery to rapid growth. In
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this respect, the Olympic Gamesheld in Tokyo in 1964

were a significant event, at once symbolizing the

country's renewed economicstrength and bringing to

fruition its prewar ambition of hosting the games.’ As

part of this national project, Tokyo received a huge

intusion of redevelopment funds and waslinked by

super-high-speed “bullet” train to such majorcities

as Nagoya and Osaka.Individual families, eager to

see live telecasts of the Olympic Games, rushed to

acquire television sets. This turned the whole nation

into a network of households sharing an influx of

identical information. Japan's local traditions and

customs, long handed down from one generation to

the next within each region, gradually lost currency

under the homogenizing effect of the popular media

images transmitted by the entertainmentindustry. At

the sametime, the age-old information divide between

urban and rural areas wasrapidly closing. As a result,

children throughout Japan were enthralled by the

same subculture events. Notably, this phenomenon

transcended class and economic differences,in part

due to the closing gaps in income among the Japanese

people, which resulted from the democratization poli-

cies instituted by the American occupation forcesin

the late 1940s. Such policies included the disbandment

of the zaibatsu (financial conglomerates), which were

the major culprits of war profiteering; farm land

reform; and the introduction of the Labor Standards

Act. This wasthe key historical condition that set the

stage for the uniquely Japanese aesthetic of Superflat,

which has dismantled the hierarchy of high art and

subculture and leveled the playing field for all kinds

of expression.

While Japanesechildren bonded with each other on

an unparalleled scale by means of the homogenizing

and homogenized media environment, the generation

gap between them andtheir parents proved to be far

more profound—andfar less bridgeable—than that

experienced by any previous generation.In the 1980s,

as these children(thatis, the “subculture generation”)

reached adulthood and becameactive members of

society, mainstream Japanesesociety, through the

curious eye of the mass media, beganto scrutinize and

criticize their appearances, behaviors, and values, which

varied widely from the established norm. The word otaku®

cameto epitomize this conflict. Otaku—literally, “your

home”—is derived from a habit of the subculture crowd,
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hose members called each other by this generic

‘pronoun insteadof using their individual names. “Home”

theliteral sense of otaku implies neither family

lineage nor blood ties, but more accurately points to

the physical structure or place of the “house.” The use

ofofaku, however, was not exclusive to the subculture

eration, according to Mari Kotani,a critic of science-

iction and fantasyliterature:

This is merely speculation, but | think that children

_ began to use the word otaku because it was

_ already being used in their nuclear families, in

vcby their mothers during the era of rapid

rowth.... If these children began using the word

* the influence of their mothers, they also

P assumed their mothers’ shadowyidentity as

_ possessionsof the home,or even identicalto it.

i

In other words, the word otaku entered the vocabu-

lary of the maturing subculture generation out of the

vocabulary of their mothers, fulltime homemakers

whoseexistence was defined solely by their roles as

wives and mothers. Certainly, Kotani’s observationis

compelling, and | would like to expand further on her

idea. Beginning in the 1960s, the Japanese government

promoted rapid economic growth over the preserva-

tion of national culture and tradition. This policy

promptedthe dissolution of communitylife, separat-

ing individuals from their extended families, which

consisted of many relatives and were rootedin local

customs andtraditions. Individuals moved to large

cities in search of jobs and rapidly formed nuclear

families, whose smallest unit wasthe triangle of “Dad,

Mom, and me.” Given the inhospitable urban environ-

ment of Japan, where land wasscarce and expensive,

nuclear families had only two housing options:

to purchase land in the suburbs where they could

afford a small house,or to live in danchi, or “housing

complexes,” usually consisting of modest apartment

buildings in which dwellings are partitioned along a

grid. Families that chosethefirst option caused the

explosive increase in the postwar population of Tokyo's

greater metropolitan area. In these households,

husbands rose early to commutegreat distances into

the city center on packed commutertrains. Trapped

by high mortgage payments stretching decadesinto

the future, they stayed late to work overtime, leaving
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their wives and children alone at home.

In the suburban housing tracts and danchi

complexes, wives were abandoned to husbandless

households, where they were completely alone once

their children started school; they then initiated

extensive relationships with other similarly situated

women. The word they popularized through their

frequent interactions was otaku. Clustered in parks

within danchi and other gathering places, they

engaged in conversation.

“Otaku recently bought a color TV, isn’t that so?”

“Taku is considering buying a refrigerator soon.”

Here otaku refers to another's household (with the o

being an honorific prefix), and taku refers to one’s own.

By using this amorphous pronoun that referred to no

one in particular, women boasted obliquely to one

anotherof their nuclear families’ growing material

wealth, while preserving their fragile ties. Mirroring

the isolation of wives from absent husbands,children

interacted less with their mothers than with other

children growing up in a comparable environment

and attending the same public schools, and shared

similar interests stimulated by television and youth

magazines. Their small rooms werefilled with the

paraphernalia of manga, tokusatsu, and anime,all of

which embodied the sensibility of the subculture

generation, utterly alien to that of their parents. No

doubt their rooms appeared inexplicable—even

creepy—tothe eyes of the previous generations, which

had little passion for these subculture phenomena.It

is ironic that the mass media, which branded these

youth as otaku and reported negatively on them, mainly

comprised the very men who spent most of their

waking hours at work and abandoned their wives at

home. If otaku represented a transference of the

isolated communication among abandoned housewives

to their children, enthusiastic for the subculture that

emergedin the postwarera of high economic growth,

then the men who found otaku so creepy werein fact

unnerved by their very own wives and children.

In 1995, the vague sense of repulsion toward otaku

felt by mainstream society was validated by the Sarin

gas attack on the Tokyo subway, in which a chemical

weaponwasreleased on trains crowded one morning

with rush-hour commuters.This extraordinary attempt
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at indiscriminate mass murderterrified the public.

Terror turned to shock when the perpetrators turned

to be not a politically driven group but a new

religious cult called Aum Shinrikyo (Aum Supreme

Truth), which attracted young men and womenofthe

‘subculture generation born in the 1960s, many of whom

were distinguished by elite academic credentials. Aum

‘Shinriky6, founded in the early 1980s,initially had been

arelatively moderate group that adhered to an early

form of Buddhism with emphasis on physical

discipline (such as yoga practice). But when the Cold

‘War ended and the military weaponry of the former

Soviets entered international circulation, Aum soon

transformed itself into an armed organization. Aum

ened international branches in Russia and else-

where, acquiring everything from automaticrifles to

production manuals for chemical weapons; in Japan

itestablished new headquartersat the baseof Mt. Fuji

and began construction of a secret Sarin factory. All

of Aum’s activities were guided by founder Shék6

Asahara's prophesy that Armageddon would bring

humanity to the brink of extinction in 1999. Asahara
further prophesied that his cult would survive the

Armageddon to lead the world into a newera.In his

doomsday scenario, the final global conflict, a prelude

to the Armageddon, had already begun, with American

intelligence agencies and heathens mounting daily

chemical and germ attacks against Aum; it was

time for Aum followers to unite and fight as saviors

lo overcome the greatest challenge humanity had

everfaced.

In this context, Aum's Sarin attack was at once a

‘self-fulfilling prophecy and a punishment on the

Japanese populace, which went peacefully about the

businessoflife, oblivious to these (imagined) foreign

infiltrations. After the Sarin attack, the police

conducted an exhaustive search of Aum’s headquarters

near Mt. Fuji, which comprised several buildings called

-satyam (derived from the Sanskrit satya, or “truth”),

‘and arrested manyfollowers and suspected perpetra-

tors. The police uncovered a vast Sarin refinery located

within the ostensible d6/6 (training site for spiritual

and physical practices, such as meditation and yoga).

‘In addition, they exposed a plot devised by the sect’s

‘tadical wing to mass produce Sarin and sprayit from

aremote-controlled helicopter in order to massacre

marally corrupt Tokyo residents.
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Whatinterests us here is the fact that the maga-

zines and videos Aum followers produced to proselytize

their dogma wererife with otaku references, readily

accessible to a subculture generation fond of manga

and anime.In fact, their preposterous vision of using

their supposed supernatural capabilities—as well as

the power of science and technology—to guide

humanity toward salvation in the aftermath of

Armageddon was cobbled together from various

conventions of post-1960s subculture. Such conven-

tions were entirely familiar and appealing to a

generation once preoccupied with similar narratives.

As individual converts rose through the ranks of Aum,

they were bestowed with “holy names” as Aum’s

warriors and donned color-coded uniformsbefitting

their roles, the better to immerse themselvesin the

coming Apocalypse.

Inevitably we arrive at the question: exactly when

and how did this Armageddonfantasy invade both

Japanesesociety, buoyed by the miraculous economic

growthof the late 1960s, and the generation poised to

lead the country into the rosy future?In reality, in 1970,

the year when Expo ‘70 (Asia's first World's Fair) was

held in Osaka under the banner, “Progress and

Harmony for Mankind,” Japanese society stood ata

crucial turning point. As Expo ‘70 was underway, a

radical New Left group hijacked a domestic aircraft,

and the novelist Yukio Mishima staged his suicide by

traditional disembowelment. In the next few years, a

series of terrorist bombings hit downtownTokyo,

President Nixon’s suspensionof the gold standard and

introduction of fluctuating currency exchange rates

provoked the “dollar shock,” and the internationaloil

crisis precipitated the “oil shock,” which in turn caused

spiraling inflation.’ These events spurred a national

doubt that the promised bright future would ever

arrive. These years also saw environmental crises

plague the whole nation, with city children regularly

advised against outdoor exercise because of air

pollution. A new kind of pessimism was pervasive,

even among children.

In 1973, as Japanesesociety foundered in wide-

spread despondence,the science-fiction writer Saky6

Komatsu published the novel Japan Sinks (Nihon chin-

botsu). In this novel, far from achieving a bright future,

the entire Japanese archipelago sinks to the bottom of

the sea in the wake of mammoth earthquakes, and
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ess Japanese people scatterto the four corners

world. The novel shocked the Japanese, long

istomed to living in their comfortably insulated

ation, and presented an abrupt end with no

uture in sight. Despite the pessimistic prospects

sioned, the novel becamea record-breaking best-

ef, Selling more than four million copies and leaving

nese unexposedto the phrase “Japan Sinks,”

blem of Japanesesociety's fundamentalcol-

Thesecollective disheartening events rendered

0 70, the national project that once excitedall of

with dreamsofthe future, a distant memory,

ing this time, a wave of fadstrafficking in the

al and the gloomy consumedthe country. In 1974,

ances by the visiting “supernaturalist” Uri

who claimed to bend spoonswith the force of

| alone, provoked an explosive boomin all things

atural, especially among young people. The

ese release in the same year of the American

n The Exorcist (1973) triggered an occult boom,

icularly among schoolchildren, whose enthusiasm

he revival of various spiritualist practices long

led as unscientific, including a divination game

Kokkuri-san(literally, “Mr. Nodding”). Most

ential of all in this occult boom was Ben Gotd’s

, Prophecy of Nostradamus (Nosutoradamusu no

ogen), published as an inexpensive paperbackin

i73. Especially in magazines for children and teens, the

writings of the sixteenth-century French astrologist

re adapted to incorporate elements of science

and mystery, and became widely popular. His

ophesy, “In the seventh month of the year 1999, the

it King of Fright will come from the sky and

ty will perish,” was entirely without scientific

. Yet given the tenorof the time, elementary- and

niddle-school children secretly began anticipating

jat the world would end during their lifetimes, and

ved in terror of this apparentfate.

ainst this historical and social backdrop, a sub-

ure landmark emerged: Space Battleship Yamato,

st broadcast in 1974 (and broadcastin the U.S. as

far Blazers; fig. 3.2, pl. 27). This televised anime

‘Series gained the overwhelming endorsement of what

Id be called the subculture generation.It is almost
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Figure 3.2
Space Battleship Yamato

FERYh
1977

Film poster

73 x 51.6 cm
© 1097 Tohckushinsha Film Corporation



 

 
impossible to find anybody in Japan’s Neo Pop

generation who has not seen Yamato, and those who

most enthusiastically embraced it went on to form the

defining currents of ofaku culture.

Briefly, the story of Space Battleship Yamato unfolds

in the future on planet Earth. Under violent alien

attack, earthlings find themselves at a profound

disadvantage because of inferior weaponry. A

constant barrage of “planetary bombs” (nuclear

weapons) has contaminated the entire surface of the

planet with radiation; the earth has becomea planet of

death. Humansurvivors flee underground, where they

find temporary protection from the encroaching

radiation, but their extinction is inevitable. A timely

message from friendly aliens inspires the Earth

Defense Forces to convert the mammothbattleship

Yamato, the pride of Japan’s naval fleet before it sank

in World War II, into a spaceship and embark

on a journey to the distant planet Iscandar, where
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Earth's survivors hope to plan for the purification and

recovery of their radiation-polluted planet.

In all its absurdity, whatis significant about Yamato

is not so much the unreal fantasyit paints in typical

science-fiction fashion, but the setting inescapably

reminiscent of the Pacific War between Japan and

the U.S. Beleaguered survivors eking out their

existence in an underground metropolis conjures up

a picture of Japanese citizens crouched in bomb

shelters, desperately waiting for air raids to end.

Aboveground,a civilization burned to ashesclosely

resembles the image of Tokyo after the massive

firebombing by American B-29s(fig. 3.3). An earth

transformed into uninhabitable ruins by nuclear

weapons dropped byanalien race directly points to

Hiroshima and Nagasaki (fig. 3.4, pl. 6). And through-

out the story, characters who are driven into

life-or-death predicaments often abruptly carry out

suicidal attacks. Furthermore, endangered earthlings
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Figure 3.4
Urakami Cathedral, Nagasaki, destroyed by
the atomic bomb,late 1945
BURCRRA NICRIG- HLRES. 194558

73 x 56.1. cm
Photo: H.d. Peterson; collection of Nagasasi Atomic Bomb Museum



Figure 3.5
Tohl (Toru) Narita

Keronia

7O=P

1966

Drawing for Ultramanseries; ink on paper

39.3 x 26.2 cm

Collection of Aomori Prefecture
Reproduced with permissionof all concerned parties

find their only hope for survival in the battleship

Yamato—once considered Japan’s last hope—now

retrofitted for space travel. All of these elements

cannot be mere coincidences. Obviously,this story is

rooted in the Japan-U.S.war.

Actually, Yamato’s referencesto history were hardly

unique within the tradition of subculture in postwar

Japan.In the paradigmatic tokusatsu movie, Godzilla,

the title character is a prehistoric creature awakened

from his ancient slumber by hydrogen bombtestsin

the Pacific, and “monsterized” through radiation

exposure(fig. 3.1, pl. 7). In 1954, the year the film was

released, the Japanesefishing vessel Fifth Lucky

Dragon (Daigo Fukuryd-maru)andits entire crew were
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irradiated off Bikini Atoll when the U.S. tested the

Bravo hydrogen bomb; immediately afterward, rain

riddled with “death ashes”fell across the country. In

fesponse, a massive antinuclear movement arose.

Japanese Neo Popartists also frequently reference

theTV series Ultra Q (1966), U/traman (1966-67), and

Ultraseven (1967-68; pl. 9), whose antagonist monsters

were designed primarily by the sculptor Tohl (Téru)

Narita, who had worked in the tokusatsu department

on Godzilla. In his monster designs, Narita often appro-

priated images of military weaponry or alluded

to radiation-induced mutations(fig. 3.5). As he later

tecalled in his 1996 book, Special Effects and Monsters

(Tokusatsu to kaijii), Narita himself wasa victim of the

American air raids; as an artist, he madeit his life-

long mission to paint the momentthat the atomic bomb

“Little Boy" exploded over Hiroshimaat the end of the

Japan-U.S.war.

After Japan’s defeat, the survivors of the war

imbued a subculture aimed at children with a latent

antagonism towardthe U.S., an antagonism that formed

the legacy of the Pacific War. This persisted as a

potent subtext when a new generation of creators

entered the field, and anime replaced the monster-

driven tokusatsu. For example, Katsuhiro Otomo’s

animated film Akira (1988) depicts a future war of

survival, fought by teenagers with supernatural

powers in a Tokyo apparently ravaged by nuclear

weapons (fig. 3.6, pl. 18). Another memorable

example is the TV anime series Neon Genesis

Evangelion, introduced in 1995, the year of Aum’s Sarin

attack, which went on to become a record-breaking hit

in the anime world (fig. 3.7, pl. 33). In Evangelion, the

fourteen-year-old protagonists, endowed with unique

powers, are called into duty—muchlike schoolchildren

mobilized to labor at factories during World War Il—and

forced into nearly suicidal attacks against the uniden-

- tified invading enemies called Shito (or “Apostles”)

_ in Japanese (and Angelsin English). Thelist of exam-

ples goes on and on, but the important point is that

_ while the postwar subculture that proliferated from

the 1960s onward drewits narrative inspiration from

the Pacific War, Japaneseart from the same period

tarely addressed this topic. Not that Japaneseart never

tackled the subject of war. Quite the contrary: during

the Pacific War, the ongoing conflict was made an

explicit theme of painting. This epoch-making genre
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Figure 3.6

Akira

PEF

1988

Film poster

Approx. 72 x 51 cm
Bas  
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Figure 3.7
Neon Genesis Evangelion: Death and Rebirth

MRLIP YSU A VRBY hE

1997

Film poster
72.5 x 51.5 cm
©1997 GAINAXIProject Eva, M



Figure 3.8

Kei Saté
Deadly Batile in New Guinea

=a-F#I PFRR-BROKA

1943
Oil on canvas, framed

182 x 259.5 cm

The National Museum of Modern Art, Tokyo

(Indefinite Loan)
© mayumi Kish

was called “war record painting” (senso kiroku-ga),

produced primarily for the military by commission

(fig. 3.8).

Theseoil paintings—a subcategory in the larger

genre of “war painting”—depict scenes of Imperial

Japan's “Holy War”(or “Greater East Asian War,” as

it was called by the Japanese government), and

functioned as propaganda directed at Japanese

civilians. What made these warrecord paintings unique

is that the Japanese military had no staff artists who

specialized in the genre. Instead, the military recruited

practically every famousartist of the time to serve the

nation with his paintbrush: some willingly painted

combat scenes while others did so reluctantly, but

virtually no painter resisted. These painters included

such luminaries as Tsuguji Fujita, who had won a

glowing reputation in Paris in the 1920s, and Ichiro

Fukuzawa, who had pioneered Japanese Surrealism

in the 1930s. Especially important is Fujita, who shocked

his audiences with his portrayal of Japanese soldiers

sacrificing themselves in battles, rendering his

subjects with a merciless verisimilitude unimaginable

from his previous paintings of cats and nudes. These

warrecord paintings were confiscated by the American

occupation forces and eventually returned to Japan

in 1970, underthe bizarre termsof “indefinite loan.” To 
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this day, the paintings have never been collectively

exhibited in Japan, possibly out of consideration for

the painters still alive (and the heirs of the deceased),

or due to the delicate diplomatic relationship Japan

maintains with other Asian nations. Not even scholars

have been given much accessto the paintings, and an

important chapter of Japanese modernart history thus

femains unwritten.

In the world of subculture, however, things were

entirely different. Most notably, the illustrator Shigeru

Komatsuzaki was renownedin postwar years for

his drawings related to World WarII, which

embellished the boxes of model kits. His depictions

of battle scenes as well as weaponry, battleships,

and tanks established a visual vocabulary of war

among children (fig. 3.9, pl. 26). Prior to the defeat,

Komatsuzaki wasthe best-selling illustrator of his

time, contributing his powerful war images to such

magazines as Shonen kurabu (Boys club) and Kikaika

(Mechanization). Throughout his life, he proudly

‘remembered the praise heaped uponhis painting, This

One Blow, by none other than Fujita, the foremost

master of the genre. This painting, which depicted

Zeros in an air battle, was included in an Army’s Art

Exhibition in 1942. Leiji (Reiji) Matsumoto, the creator

of Yamato, was greatly influenced by Komatsuzaki’s 
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Figure 3.11

Kenji Yanobe
Atom Suit Project: Tank, Chernobyl
1997

Light box
120 x 120 x 21cm
Courtesy Yamamoto Gendal, Tokyo/rantgenwerke, Tokyo

drawings as a child, and considers himself a

Komatsuzaki disciple. It is easy to imagine that

Matsumoto maywell have created scenes for Yamato

in reference to his predecessor's work. Tohl Narita,

who served as a de facto art director of the famed

tokusatsu series Ultra, was deeply influenced by pow-

erful childhood memories of the war record paintings

by Fujita and others, as clearly demonstrated by his

monster models, weaponry designs, and art direction

of combatscenes(fig. 3.10).

While postwar Japaneseart exorcised the raw

experience of the past war and the repugnant

memories of war record painting, some artists once

inspired by this genre reinvented themselves as

commercial artists. Accordingly, the theme of the

Japan-U.S. war was uprooted from high art and

transplanted into subculture. In the early 1990s, when

the artists of Japanese Neo Pop emerged, they

willingly—and quite openly, for that matter—addressed

the issue of war, long considered tabooin the art world,

precisely because they had beensensitizedtoit in the

context of subculture. In other words, today's Japanese

Neo Pop—exemplified by the work of Takashi Murakami,

Kenji Yanobe, Makoto Aida, Yukinori Yanagi, and

Katsushige Nakahashi—is profoundly informed bythis

lineage of imagery that surrounds the memoryof the

warand of warrecord painting, and that underwent

what may be called a Superflat crossover from the

realm of high art, consisting of painting and sculpture,

to subculture, consisting of manga, anime, and

tokusatsu(figs. 3.11, 3.12, 3.13, 7.2).

Some may argue that Murakami has made no

direct reference to war. His well-known sculpture

Second Mission Project ko? (S.M.Pko?, 1998-99),

however, represents a female cyborg whose body

incorporates a fighterjet (fig. 3.14). Careful scrutiny

reveals the term “Air Self Defense Forces” (K6ka

Jieitai) imprinted on the thigh of this b/shdjo (beautiful

young girl). Even more direct is Time Bokan (2001),

which depicts a skull-shaped mushroom cloud(fig.

3.15). The work borrowsits title and iconography from

a TV anime series that ran from 1975 to 1983,

each episode of which endedwith its protagonists’

miserable defeat, always accompanied by a mushroom

cloud reminiscent of the A-bomb in the background

(pl. 3). (Bokan is an onomatopoeic word signifying the

sound of an explosion.) Although Time Bokan
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  ta icked in an image almost inconceivable for

shildren’s programming in the only country that had

ever suffered atomic bombing, Japanese children

eagerly awaited its weekly installments—and its mush-

00m cloud. In a sense, it may be argued that Murakami

has attempted to create “defeat record painting”

haisen kiroku-ga), ironically commenting on a post-

var Japan that is oblivious to its wartime history and

las become Superflat, so to speak, with no clear

boundary between high art and subculture—whichare,

in fact, intricately entwined.

_ It then follows that, as absurd and preposterous as

hey may seem, the narratives favored by otaku are

strewn with fragmentsof the distorted history of Japan.

Sir ilarly, the Superflat expressions of Japanese Neo

Pop, which varyingly adapt these otaku narratives,
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Figure 3.14
Takashi Murakami
Second Mission Project ko? (Human Type)

1999

Oil paint, acrylic, synthetic resins,
fiberglass, iron

275 x 252 x 140 cm

Original plan: Takashi Murakami
Produced by Takashi Murakami and Blum & Poe
1/1 Master model: Fuyuki Shinada (Vi-Shop)
1/3.5 Master model: Masahiko Asano
(Studio Cubics) + MA Modeling Laboratory

1/3.5 Scale model: Bome (Kaiy6d6)
S.M.Pko? supporter: Miyawaki Shiichi (Kaiydd6)

Mechanical design supporter:

Item Entertainment
Finishing of work: Kaikai Kiki Co., Ltd.
Courtesy Bum & Poe, Los Angeles
(© 1098 Takashi Murakami/Ksikai Kiki Co,, Ltd, All Rights Reserved.

extend (though in transmuted forms) the legacy of “war

art,” which has been preserved in the circuit of

subculture that exists outside the domain offine art.

If this is the case, we must ask the question:

why and how did the memoryof war end up being

confined to the utterly depthless, sleek, and Superflat

space of manga and anime, deprived of any historical

perspective? This is not an easy question to answer, but

| would like to make a few points fundamental to a

discussion of this issue.

Article 9 of the postwar Japanese Constitution, which

cameinto effect in 1947, unequivocally declares that

“the Japanese people forever renounce war as a

sovereign right of the nation and the threat or use of

force as meansofsettling international disputes”; it

further states, “In order to accomplish [this] aim...

land, sea, and air forces, as well as other war potential,

will never be maintained”(pl. 8). Nevertheless, Japan

in reality maintains the Self-Defense Forces (dieitai),

whosepowerful armaments rank amongthe bestheld

by Asian nations. Their contradictory existence—

indeed their very constitutionality—is a matter of

ongoing debate.

Rooted in bitter reflection on Japan’s wartime

militarist invasion of Asian nations, Article 9 was

intended to prevent similar events. But once the coun-

try was incorporated into the Western bloc during the

Cold War, it was assigned the role of bulwark against

Communism in the Far East, which necessitated it

to rearm. Yet under the constitution, Japan could

not have any military forces of its own. This legal

conundrum wasresolved by allowing the U.S. to

establish military bases throughout the nation

(the largest being those in Okinawa) under the

U.S.-Japan Security Treaty of 1951. The treaty in

effect made the Japanese forces—by definition

limited to self defense—auxiliary to the American

forces, which, unconstrained by the Japaneseconsti-

tution, would defend the archipelago in the event of

international conflicts in East Asia that involved Japan.

The Cold War arrangementthus putin place in East

Asia had a direct bearing on the political order of post-

warJapan, as exemplified by the so-called 1955 regime

maintained by the conservative Liberal Democratic

Party, which in practical terms has stayed in power ever

since, keeping the liberal opposition, represented by

the Socialist Party, on the defensive. At first glance,
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1955 tegime appears to rest on the oppositional

i ship between the conservatives andtheliberals.

ict, the two sides have maintained an equilibrium,

ingly avoiding lethal confrontations and carefully

eserving their respective power bases. As result,

regime has had a stabilizing effect on Japanese

ety as a kind of mini-Cold War deadlock in which

ch party looks out for its own interests.

The positive visions of “peace” and “rapid economic

owth” upheld in Japan since 1945 were nothing but

ial constructs, preserved under the guardian-

of the U.S. as head of the Westernbloc, with a

nd eye turned to the bloody proxy wars being waged

ea and Vietnam. Throughoutthe 1960s, the New

tepeatedly challenged the powerofthe state,

izing young people and students who understood

hat such “peace” wasa fabrication preserved through

he conflicts of the Cold War. But their decisive

afeat in the struggle against the renewal of the

Japan SecurityTreaty in 1970 forced the New Left

into irrelevance. With all resistance towardthefiction

of peace nowsilenced, the Japanese people rapidly

withdrew themselves into an ahistorical capsule,

g sight of their own history and thus the senseof

thewider world in which their past had unfolded. This

thistorica! “self-withdrawal” (jihei) eventually led to

hat may be called an “imaginary reality”: the “bubble

economy” caused by the speculative frenzy of land

buying in the 1980s. It is no surprise, then, that the

ubble suddenly burst in the early 1990s, as the Cold

far orderitself collapsed.

The generation of otaku and Japanese Neo Pop

came of age in the aftermath of the demise of the

New Left, when Japan’s “self-withdrawal” wasrein-

ed politically, economically, and militarily. To this

jeneration, everything about war—the war Japan had

waged, the proxy wars fought in neighboring Asian

hations, and even Japan’s own military (the so-called

lf-Defense Forces)—wasfiction; as such, it was

er for their pastime fantasies of manga and anime.

This may explain why Japanese subculture has often

eled in an obsessive fondnessfor military weaponry,

engaging contently with this subject as fantasy while

king no connectionto its importancein the real-

life issues of history and politics. Granted, the views

presented in subculture may appear extremely right-

wing, nationalistic, or militaristic. But the more
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Figure 3.15
Takashi Murakami
Time Bokan - Blue
FALKAY - Blue

2001
Acrylic on canvas, mounted on wood
180 x 180 cm
Courtesy Marianne Boeshy Gallery, New York
(© 2001 Tekashi Murakami/Kaikai Kiki Co., Ltd. All Rights Reserved



fanatical they sound, the more vacant andfurther cut

off from reality they actually are. (A similar process

of escalation and resulting emptiness holds true for

the other definitive arena of Japanese subculture, the

highly graphic depiction of sex.)

Even if this imaginary reality manifests itself in a

highly sleek and Superflat manner, its emergenceis no

doubt informed by the suppression of both the

reality and memory of history. In fact, the Superflat

world of manga and anime wascreated amidst post-

1970 political oppression, which encouraged a double

amnesia concerning the two kinds of violence experi-

enced by Japanin the war: the nation’s own aggression

in Asia, and the violenceinflicted upon Japan by the

U.S. in the form of myriad firebombs and two atomic

bombs. Since the war, despite the end of the occupation

and the restoration of Japan's full sovereignty and

independence,the fact that a foreign (American) power

maintains military bases on Japanesesoil has created

a precariousfooting for national identity. Furthermore,

a series of nuclear tests conducted by the U.S. and the

Soviets in the Pacific Ocean and Siberia during the

Cold War was more than enoughto implantthe fear of

humanextinction in an all-out nuclear war in the

Japanese subconscious.Yet, in the imaginary reality

of postwar Japan—in which the Self-Defense Forces

cannot explicitly be called “military forces”—such

memories and fears have never been channeledinto a

legitimate political consciousness. Instead, they have

been transformed into the monstrous catastrophes and

apocalyptic delusions depicted in the bizarre world of

manga and anime. These images bespeak a profound

psychological repression. Whatis repressed, however,

maintains the potential to force itself out into this world,

wheneverand whereverit finds the slightest opening.

Japan’s subculture must be understood as a dynamic of

ambivalent urges, vacillating between the desire to

escapefrom historical self-withdrawalandto reverttoit.

By exploiting the creepy imagination of subculture—

which has spawned monsters, aliens, apostles, and

supernatural wars—the generation of otaku and

Japanese Neo Pophasre-imagined Japan's gravely

distorted history, which the nation chose to embrace

at the very beginning of its postwarlife by repressing
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ies of violence and averting its eyes from

Granted, Japan's subculture generation is

ly suspended in a historical amnesia, having

of the past and withdrawing from reality. Yet

ing the imagination of subculture, which it

in childhood, this generation continues to

the ancient narrative strata of the Pacific War

ist the reality of the Cold War into another

low many times have they burned Tokyo to

tirelessly fended off invaders, and persevered

radioactive contamination in order to chip

ay at the imaginary reality that forced them into

drawal? Even thoughall of this takes place

he closed spacethatis the otaku’s “private room,”

ue history no doubt enduresin this space—a

osm of postwar Japan—albeit constricted

forted.

en we reexamine the massive numberof images

af, carnage, destruction, nuclearirradiation, and

is stored in such subculture genres as manga,

and tokusatsu, we begin to understand that the

rflat space of postwar Japan constitutes a

ion of the nation’s paradoxical history—

reflection engendered by the suppression of

ies of the twofold violence Japan experienced

victimizer and victimized, as well as its fear

Cold War. If we find anything authentic in

rk of Japanese Neo Popthat goes beyond the

plistic label of Far Eastern Pop Art, it lies in the

’ sober acknowledgement of Japan's paradoxi-

history. The true achievement of Japanese Neo

then, is that it gives form to the distortion of

that haunts Japan—by reassembling fragments

istory accumulated in otaku's private rooms

liberating them from their confinement in an

ary reality through a critical reconstitution of

lture. In doing so, these artists have refused to

> the delusional path of resorting to warfarelike

m; instead, they have found a wayout through the

al meansofart, transferring their findings to

battlefield that is art history. In essence, Japanese

leo Pop, as exemplified by the work of Takashi

urakami among others, visualizes the historical

rtion of Japan for the eyes of the whole world.
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Notes

1. There is no general consensusonthedefinition of “subculture”

in Japan. Although in the West subculture is often understood as

counterculture or secondary culture vis-a-vis “high culture,” in

Japan, wherehigh culture is less pervasive and less authoritative,
subculture is less oppositional or secondary in nature. Indeed,

there is nothing “sub” about its cultural presence: such

subculture genres as manga, anime, and games enjoy a more

broadly based popularity in society than that enjoyed by the
staples of high culture, such asfine art andliterature. Accordingly,

successful creators of manga, anime, and gamesare national

celebrities, and command respectin every stratum of society. For
this reason,the creators of otaku culture (which includes manga,

anime, and games)dislike the label of “subculture,” which

connotes secondary status. To them, sabukaru (a Japanese
sobriquet for subculture) is a pejorative term denoting those

followers of rock music and fashion imported from the West in the

generationprior to the emergence of ofaku culture. In fact, when

seen from the empire of ofaku culture, “pure art”—typically
represented by fine art—is minor art, and thus may well be called

“subculture.” In this sense, it is inaccurate to apply the rubric of

“subculture” to manga, anime, and games. For the sake of

simplicity, however, | use “subculture” in this text as a synonym

for otaku culture, outside the Western dichotomy of high vs.

lowculture.

 

2. Tokusatsu (special effects) refers to a set of techniques used

in Japanesefilms and television series to create realistic
depictions of fantasy scenes involving monsters and mass

destruction,typically comprising such low-budget methods as

actors in costume and dioramas. Tokusatsu originated in the

propagandafilms made during the Japan-U.S. war by Japanese

filmmakers, who developed various techniquesfor re-creating

historical battle scenes; after the war, these techniques were

adopted in popular entertainment genres, most famously in

monster movies. The word fokusatsu subsequently became a

label for the genreof films and TV series employing a gamut of

special-effects techniques. The best-known tokusatsu works
include Godzilla (by the studio T6hG), whose special-ettects

director was Eiji Tsuburaya; and TV's Ultra series, created by his

Tsuburaya Productions.

3. Japan's “‘postwar"’ (sengo) period began in August 1945, when

Emperor Hirohito accepted the Potsdam Declaration and the

nation surrendered unconditionally. In contrast to its unambigu-
ous origin, the end of the period remains a point of debate. Some

contend that the postwar era ended in 1951 when the Japanese

government signed the San Francisco Peace Treaty, which
announcedthe conclusionof the U.S. occupation. Some see the

rapid economic growthof the late 1950s and 1960s in general and

the hosting of the 1964 Tokyo Olympicsin particular as signals of

its end. Others think thatit ended in 1989 with the death of Hirohito,

who was succeededbyhis son, the reigning emperor Akihito. Yet

others insist that the postwar period will never end unless the

JapaneseConstitution, enacted soon after the nation’s defeat, is

amended. Personally, | believe that the postwar period will

continue as long as Japan is bound by the U.S.-Japan Security

Treaty, signed concurrently with the San Franciscotreaty to allow
the U.S. to maintain independent military bases within Japan.In

other words, it is my opinion that the postwar period, which

beganin 1945, continues to this day.

4. Japan was awarded the 1940 Summer Games, which were

subsequently cancelled dueto the country's aggression in China.

5. There is a significant difference between writing otaku in

hiragana and in katakana. (This distinction may not translate

easily into English.) Hiragana (cursive syllabary) and Aatakana

(angular syllabary), syllabic scripts (similar to alphabets) developed

in the ninth century, carry significantly different implications in

Japanesewritten language. Hiragana wasoriginally developed as

“women's hand" (onnade), an alternative to the “men's hand” based

pa
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n Chinese characters that was used by the cultured men of the
lite,The exclusivity of the women’s hand is evidenced by the Josa

iary (Tosa nikki, 985), a masterpiece of classical Japaneselitera-
written in hiragana by the male poet Ki no Tsurayuki, who

ed a woman's voice and expressly stated, “I want to trya
hand at this ‘diary’ that men keep.”In other words, Japanese
ular literature had a highly gendered beginning; it indeed

jinated in a “genderpanic” on the part of men. If Mari Kotani’s
vation is correct, this gender panic was repeated when

the vernacular usageof otaku wasfirst adopted by housewives and
transferred to their sons.In this sense, the genesis of the term

ku appears to have mimicked that of Japaneseliteratureitself.
By contrast, katakana originated in the guiding marks added to

ender written Chinese—thatis, a foreign language—into Japanese.
katakana is generally used for writing foreign words

Particularly English words) in Japanese.(In this sense,it is
lewhat akin to the useofitalics in English text.) Almost
lout exception, words written in Aatakanaare considered“cooler”
indigenous Japanese words. Otaku in katakanatherefore

esa fictitious foreign origin, while obliterating its native
{as a word connoting gender panic) and its history (as a
itory term once attachedto a certain group of people). In

r words, rendered in Aatakana, the word otakuis figuratively
fed as something‘“‘cool,”and the conceptis imported back as

ulture of value” supposedly legitimized in the West—in a
s that may amount to a cultural laundering of terms.

iKotani, “Otakuin wa otakuia no yume o mitawa” [Otaqueen
led of otaqueer], in Amij6 genron F-kai: Posutomodan, otaku,

ishuarit? [Netlike discourse F, revised: Postmodern, ofaku,
sexuality], ed. Hiroki Azuma (Tokyo: Seidosha, 2003), 119-20.

|The suspension of the gold standard in August1971 led eventually
the abolishmentof the fixed dollar-yen exchangerate, which
long kept the value of the yen low, thus benefiting Japan's
ts. The drastic increase in oil prices and restriction of

ly by OPEC in October 1973 further acceleratedinflation in
|, and caused economic panic.
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